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Stunt Trails 1.2 released for iOS - Drive and Flip a Monster Truck
Published on 03/25/15
Independent game studio, Ohh Yeah! announces Stunt Trails 1.2, its first major release
available for iOS devices. Stunt Trails is a racing game in which the player must guide a
monster truck through an imaginative variety of physics-based obstacles, crazy jumps and
challenging puzzles. By using simple controls to drive and flip the monster truck, players
can perform daring stunts as they make it safely to each level checkpoint. The truck must
clear one level to progress to the next.
Manly, Australia - Ohh Yeah!, an an independent game studio, is pleased to announce the
launch of Stunt Trails 1.2, its first major release now available for download on iOS.
Stunt Trails is a racing game in which the player must guide a monster truck. By
negotiating an imaginative variety of physics-based obstacles, crazy jumps and challenging
puzzles the truck must clear one level to progress to the next.
The game is characterized by simple graphics, which encourage focus on the fun and
challenge of the game-play itself, Stunt Trails is trickier to master than first
appearances might suggest and players will find they test their skills of dexterity, speed
and judgment increasingly throughout the game. By using the simple controls to drive and
flip the monster truck, players can perform daring stunts as they make it safely to each
level checkpoint.
Deon Du Plessis, the Lead Developer at Ohh Yeah! believes that players who download Stunt
Trails to their mobile device expecting a simple racing game may be surprised to find that
this unique game tests their skills to the limits and is more addictive than they may
expect. He says: "Stunt Trails is not just another 'crash and burn' racing game but adds a
puzzle element that makes it fun, engaging and very challenging." He added: "The unique
graphics style strips everything back and puts the emphasis on the actual game-play. It's
genuinely fun to play, and it's hard! It's definitely not your average jump and burn
monster truck game."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Optimized for iPhone 5, iPhone 6/6 Plus
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 6.8 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Stunt Trails 1.2 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category. There are no limitations in the free version. While advertising is served
in the basic download of the game, this can be removed by means of an in-app purchase.
Stunt Trails 1.2:
http://ohhyeah.net/stunt_trails.php
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/stunt-trails-checkpoint-racing/id957269882
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple1/v4/97/55/30/975530c1-842dd3ba-5bfe-68cf1185a2d0/screen322x572.jpeg
App Icon:
http://ohhyeah.net/images/Iconsml.png
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Ohh Yeah! is an independent game studio run by passionate artists and developers. Our
mission is to make games that entertain, amuse and bring joy to the world. All Material
and Software (C) Copyright 2015 Ohh Yeah!. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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